NRICC meeting occurred 11/13/17
  Received update from business committee - Nimlos
  Reviewed committee charter
  Reviewed NR IMT SOG
  Discussed IMT capacity/T3 IMTs
  Elected Chair and Vice Chair
  Identified zone board reps
  Identified other committee reps
  Identified issues to bring to NRCG for report

Current Organization:
  Chair – Joe Sampson
  Vice Chair – Joe Brabender
  Members – Mike Goicoechea, Greg Poncin, Doug Turman, Mike Almas, Shawn Pearson, Bob Habeck, Bob Fry, Rick Connell, John Thompson, Mike Gagen, Diane Hutton

Zone Reps:
  NW - Connell  N. Idaho - Pearson
  SW - Goicoechea  Central - Thompson
  SC - Fry   Eastern - Brabender

Committee Reps:
  Operations – Thompson  Business – Turman
  Training – Goicoechea  Equip/Logs – Brabender
  Aviation – Almas  Dispatch – Pearson

Issues to report to NRCG:
  ▪ Poncin, Leach, Hutton, Thompson must reapply. Poncin, Leach, and Hutton stepping down
  ▪ 3 IC trainees signed off – Goicoechea, Habeck & Sampson, currently no trainees identified in region.
  ▪ MAC Group and revolving NR Ops w/ no commo to ICs -resource allocation process
  ▪ Area Command – understand why they were there, but all ICs felt area command caused more work than help and some think area command is antiquated system given new age commo.
  ▪ RMAT assigning tasks to IMT members while they are on an incident
  ▪ IC calls not effective- too many people, discussion on changing time to 0730.
  ▪ Invest in more resources (organized crews), sense that units were hoarding resources during PL5
  ▪ HETS- how do we get it as a qual with FFT1 prerequisite, could help supplement HEQB.
  ▪ IC/IBA relationships- no consistency in IBAs, support vs regulator, will establish meeting between groups
  ▪ Large # of medical personnel assigned on incidents – Turman is rep to group looking at this
  ▪ Cache boundaries- frustration on not utilizing closest cache (ie Boise).
  ▪ T3 teams and plans- we have 4 organized T3 in region, no governance/operating plan, will invite ICs to NRICC.